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AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 16 June 2010 (16 06 2010)

We claim:

1. A method for dynamically varying a waiting time threshold in a wireless communications

system, the method comprising:

operating a mobile subscriber station (MSS) in the communications system;

calculating a value for an average arrival rate based on a downlink and uplink

traffic arrival pattern; and

minimizing a waiting time threshold in case of larger inter arrival time so that the

MSS transitions into a sleep made in a substantially rapid manner for proving a longer

sleep duration.

2. A method as in claim 1 further comprising:

increasing the waiting time threshold when a substantially short inter arrival time

between either uplink packets or downlink packets occurs,

3. A method as in claim 1 wherein the method can be used with the IEEE 802. 16 standard.

4. A method as in claim 1 further comprising:

calculating a first new waiting time threshold (Tn1) duration based on the equation:

T
1n

= T
1n

+β ( Xn - Xn

such that:

Xn - (J-a) *Xnew + a *X1,. , 0 < a < 1

where α is a proportionality constant, β is a shaping factor greater than zero, λncw

is a new arrival rate, Xn is a weighted arrival rate after nlh packet arrival, and λn- is a

weighted arrival rate after (n-l) r packet arrival.
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5 . A method for enhancing power efficiency during sleep mode operation in an electronic

device, the method comprising:

operating a mobile device using a default wait time threshold duration;

initializing a waiting time threshold timer to the default wait time threshold

duration;

computing a first new wail time threshold duration based on current traffic

conditions if a packet is received at the mobile device during the default wait time

threshold;

entering a sleep mode if no packet is received during the default wait time

duration;

immediately switching to an active mode if in sleep mode and an uplink packet

arrives and calculating a second new wait time threshold duration based on current traffic

conditions; and

concluding sleep mode and switching to an active mode if a downlink packet

arrives and calculating a third new waiting time threshold according to current traffic

conditions.

6. A method as in claim 5 further comprising:

calculating a first new waiting time threshold (T ,) duration based on the equation:

Tlh = Tlb +β * ( n - X
11
.,)

such that:

Xn = (1-a) * X
11

+ a *X
11
- 0 < a < 1

where a is a proportionality constant, β is a shaping factor greater than zero, X W

is a new arrival rate, Xn is a weighted arrival rate after n'1' packet arrival, and Xn.) is a

weighted arrival rate after (n-1)'1' packet arrival.
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7. A method for dynamically varying a waiting time threshold in a communications system

utilizing wireless mobile devices for conserving battery life, the method comprising:

initializing a threshold timer in the wireless mobile device for initiating an default

wait time threshold;

determining if an uplink packet or downlink packet has arrived before expiration

of the threshold timer;

computing a first new wait time threshold if an uplink packet or downlink packet

has arrived;

entering a sleep mode having a first sleep mode period if no uplink packet or

downlink packet has arrived;

transilioning to an active mode upon arrival of an uplink packet and computing a

second new wail time threshold;

transitioning to an active mode upon arrival of a downlink packet and expiration

of a first sleep mode period; and

calculating a second sleep mode period if no uplink packet or downlink packet is

received.

8. A method as in claim 7 further comprising:

determining if the first new wait time threshold exceeds a maximum threshold

limit after the first new wait time threshold is computed; and

setting the first new wait time threshold to the maximum threshold limit if the

maximum threshold limit is exceeded.

9 . A method as in claim 7 wherein the method may be used with the IEEE 802. 16 standard.



0 . A method as in claim 7 further comprising:

calculating a first new waiting time threshold (Tt ) duration based on the equation:

T
111

T,,, +β ( X
11

- Xn.,)

such that:

Xn = (1-a) *Xnew + a *X .,, 0 < a < 1

where α is a proportionality constant, β is a shaping factor greater than zero, λnow

is a new arrival rate, λn is a weighted arrival rate after nth packet arrival, and λ -i is a

weighted arrival rate after (n-l) lh packet arrival.
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